Expression™ 63 Laminator
Wide Format

Equipment

The EXP 63” Laminator is a full featured machine with all the “bells and whistles”. Whether you plan on laminating,
mounting or encapsulating your media, the EXP 63 Laminator offers the functionality of all three. The extra wide
chassis allows flexibility in mounting and laminating your printed media. With the extra storage and pullout mandrels, changeover from project-to-project is a breeze.

Length Cutters

Heated Silicon Rollers

❏ Pivoting feeding tray provides easy loading of
film rolls.
❏ Film tension adjustment button.
❏ Graduated self locking mandrels.
❏ High quality heated rollers.
❏ Three emergency stop buttons.
❏ Roller Guard for safety and protection.
❏ Stand with storage space.
❏ Plug & Play: no compressor or special electrical output necessary.
❏ Release liner rewind.
❏ Foot control pedal for “hands-free” operation.
❏ Adjustable support and lateral stop.
❏ Length cutters for cutting edges of your document while laminating.
Feed Tray

TM

Self-Locking Pull-Out Mandrels

The above information is presented for reference and illustration of general product characteristics only. The information does not constitute a representation or warranty relating to the
suitability or fitness for a particular application or otherwise create guarantees of product performance. All material should be tested by purchaser to determine final suitability.
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EXP 63 Laminator

Specifications Sheet

Technical Specifications
Working Width:

63”

Laminator Width:

77”

Height::

54”

Depth:

30”

Net Weight:

713 lbs.

Shipping Weight:

819 lbs.

Speed:

0-10 fpm

Maximum Temperature:

285o F

Maximum Aperture:

1“

Roller Diameter:

4 1/6”

Air:

N/A

Electrical:

230V/ 50-60HZ single phase 20 amps

Available Options
>>Stand (included)
>>Release Liner Rewind (included)
>>Foot Switch (optional)
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